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On the Characterization of Bound States and Scattering States
in Quantum Mechanics

by W. O. Amrein and V. Georgescu1

Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

(1. V. 73)

Abstract. Ruelle's definition of bound states and scattering states in quantum mechanics in
terms of the position operator is related to the usually accepted definition of these states in terms of
the spectral properties of the Hamiltonian H, viz. the states belonging to the point spectrum or
the continuous spectrum of H. The equivalence of the two ways of defining these states is established
for a large class of M-body Hamiltonians (n < oo) including practically all Schrödinger Hamiltonians
of physical interest as well as Dirac Hamiltonians.

I. Introduction

There are two ways of looking at bound states in quantum mechanics, one
mathematical and one more intuitive. In the latter a bound state is characterized by the
property that it should be essentially localized in a volume of finite size at all times.
On the other hand, the mathematical approach is based on spectral theory. One defines
ACP(H) (or in short ACJ to be the closed subspace of the Hilbert space Jf spanned by the
set of all eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H, and one easily verifies that every vector
of ACp is a bound state in the sense indicated above (precise mathematical statements
will be given later). Furthermore, the Hamiltonians used to describe scattering systems
are expected to have the property that the vectors belonging to the continuous subspace
ACC AC © ACp will disappear from any fixed bounded region of space in the course of
their time evolution. These vectors may then be called scattering states.

It is of some interest to know in what circumstances these two definitions coincide.
In other words : under what conditions can one assert that the states belonging to AC„
are precisely those that remain essentially concentrated in a bounded region in the
course of the evolution? In most presentations of scattering theory, the equivalence of
these two definitions is taken for granted. It is the purpose of our paper to give a proof
of this equivalence for w-body systems (n < oo) in infinite space under rather general
conditions which cover practically all cases of physical interest. The essential point in
these conditions is that the Hamiltonian be obtained by perturbing a function of the
momentum operators.

x) Partially supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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It is easy to see that the two definitions will not always coincide by considering the
case where H is a (self-adjoint) function of the position operator Q. One then has for
any vector/e AC

| (*"""/)(*) |2 =|/(*) I2 (xeW). (1)

Since f(x) is square-integrable, it is essentially localized in a bounded region of UN; i.e.
given e > 0, there exists a subset A of RN of finite size with

\\f(x)\2d»x < e.

This implies, together with (1), that the state/will be essentially concentrated in A at
all times, i.e. it is a bound state in the physical sense, and this result is independent of
any assumption on the spectral type of H F(Q).

For the Hamiltonians used in standard non-relativistic scattering theory, the
equivalence of the two ways of defining bound states and scattering states was established

by Ruelle [1] who proved the following result:

Theorem (Ruelle) :

In AC L2(UN), let H0 —A and consider one of the following two classes of
Hamiltonians :

A) H is the Friedrichs extension of the sum of H0 and V on D(H0) D D(V) f) C§>(UN),

where V is bounded below and such that there exists A cz UN of Lebesgue measure
zero with

VeLiJW-A),

B) H H0+ V, where F is a sum of pair potentials VtJ(xt — xj) such that VtJ e
L2(W) + L">(W) with v < 3.

Let/g AC. Then

a) / e A7P(H) o for each e > 0 there exists R > 0 such that

sup [ f)(x)\2<e. (RI)

|*|>*

b) fe ACJH) o for each R > 0 :

T

lim— [ dt f dNx\(e-iHtf)(x)\2 0. (R2)
T->oo T J A1*1« It

Ruelle's proof is based on a characterization of the subspaces ACp and ACc obtained
in ergodic theory. This characterization is shown to be applicable under the hypothesis
of the theorem by means of estimates which may be deduced from the particular form
of H0 and from the assumptions on V. A more detailed analysis of these estimates shows
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that the same method could be applied for proving (RI) and (R2) under the following
hypotheses :

i) FR(H0 + A1 is a compact operator. (FR denotes the projection operator onto the
subspace of states localized in the sphere \x\ < R.)

ii) H0 is bounded below: Hü>b with \b\ < oo.

iii) H0 + V defines in a natural way (operator sum, Friedrichs extension) a self-
adjoint operator H.

iv) For every finite A, the operator (H0 — b) 1/2E(X) is bounded and defined everywhere.
({E(X)} denotes the spectral family of H.)

Condition i) is not very restrictive. In fact, for free Hamiltonians that are functions
of the momenta, i.e. if H0 p(P), condition i) essentially means that \p(p)\ -> oo

whenever \p\ -»¦ œ (see Appendix I for details). Condition ii) excludes free Hamiltonians
that are not semi-bounded, for instance the free Hamiltonian of the Dirac equation.
Condition iv) roughly says that states of finite total energy also have finite kinetic
energy. It excludes interactions whose negative part is large.

Since (RI) and (R2) involve only the total Hamiltonian but not H0, it does not
really matter that H was obtained by perturbing a particular free Hamiltonian. Indeed
this is not needed and it is possible to prove (RI) and (R2) if in hypothesis i), ii) and iv)
one replaces H0 by an arbitrary self-adjoint operator A. This eliminates in particular
the condition that H0 he semi-bounded. We state this result here in the form of a proposition.

In fact, our result is even more general since the operator A which replaces H0 is
not required to satisfy hypothesis ii) and need not be self-adjoint. Moreover A may be a
function of the energy À which appears in iv).

Proposition 1:

Vet {E(X)} be the spectral family2) of the self-adjoint operator H in AC L2(UN).
For K > 0, denote by EK E(K) — E(—K) the spectral projection corresponding to the
interval (—K,K], and let Ec he the projection operator onto ACc. Suppose that for each
K < oo there exists an invertible linear operator AK in AC such that

i) AKEKEC is bounded and defined everywhere,
ii) The closure of FjtAjT1 is compact for every R < œ.

Then (RI) and (R2) hold.

In order to see that this is a generalization of conditions iv) and i) stated before
the proposition, it suffices to choose AK= (H0 -b)1'2 + i and to remark that compactness

of FR(H0 + i)'1 implies compactness of FR[(H0 - b)1'2 + iy1 (see Appendix I for
proof).

Since (H — z)MEK is bounded and defined everywhere if K < oo and M > 0, we
have the following :

Corollary:

Suppose that there is a number M > 0 and az e p(H) (the resolvent set of H) such
that the operator FR(H — z)~M is compact for every R < oo. Then (RI) and (R2) hold.

2) We refer to the book by Kato [2] for definitions and results from spectral theory.
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Our method of proof is different from that used by Ruelle. We first investigate the
properties of certain subsets of an abstract Hilbert space which are constructed from a
self-adjoint operator H and a family of projection operators in analogy with the right-
hand sides of (RI) and (R2). This will allow us to prove a theorem which asserts the
validity of relations like (RI) and (R2) under rather general conditions. The proofs are
relatively elementary. This is the content of Section II which will be concluded by
deducing Proposition 1 from the main theorem.

In Section III we apply the main theorem to establish (RI) and (R2) for a large
class of Hamiltonians. The idea is to first prove (RI) and (R2) for functions of the
momentum operators (cf. Proposition 2) and then to use perturbation arguments to
obtain their validity for other Hamiltonians. The essential point in most of these

perturbation arguments is to find an estimate on the domain D(H) of the Hamiltonian
under consideration which allows one to compare D(H) with the domain of a suitable
function of the momentum operators. The most general result of this type is Proposition
5 which can in particular be used to verify (RI) and (R2) for Schrödinger and Dirac
Hamiltonians. For Schrödinger Hamiltonians with two-body interactions Vtj, (RI)
and (R2) are shown to be true if all Vu belong to Lf0C(R3) or to the Rollnik class. Electric
and magnetic fields and interactions containing hard cores or highly singular attractive
parts will also be treated.

II. The Main Theorem

In this part we give rather general sufficient conditions for the equivalence of the
two ways of looking at bound states and scattering states.

Throughout this section we consider a self-adjoint operator H and a family
{FJ, r 1, 2, of orthogonal projections (i.e. F* Fr F2) acting in a separable
Hilbert space AC. Let AC Jfp © ACc he the decomposition of AC into the subspaces
corresponding to the point spectrum and the continuous spectrum of H, and let
Vt exp (—iHt) be the strongly continuous unitary one-parameter group determined
by H. We also assume that

s - lim Fr I (2)
r-*oo

and we shall use the following notation : Fj. I — Fr. (In later applications, H will be
the Hamiltonian and Fr the projection operator onto the subspace of states localized
in the sphere \x\ <r. The discreteness of the values of r is assumed only for the sake of
convenience of notation.)

In analogy with the right-hand members of (RI) and (R2), we define the following
two subsets of AC :

Ji0 {fe AC\ lim sup ||(/ - Fr) V,f\\2 0}
r-»co eR

T

Jirn \feAC\lim— \ dt\\Fr V,f\\2 0 for allr 1,2,...
I r-,« T J

o

We first establish some properties of these two subsets :
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Lemma 1:

a) Jto and JlJ are closed linear subspaces of AC.

h) Mo is orthogonal to Jl^.
c) Jfp c Jto-
d) Jtx c ACC.

Before giving the proof, we state the basic inequality which will frequently be used
in the sequel: For/ g e AC one has

II/ + £ll2 < 11/+ £||2 + \\f-g\\2 2\\f\\2 + 2\\g\\2. (3)

Proof:

a) i) Assume fx,f2 e JtJ and txx, et2 e C. Using (3) we deduce for fixed but arbitrary r:

T

^dt\\FrVJocxfi + oc2f2)\\2

0

2\«l\2 f Mlr. „r,„ 2\«2\2
T

¦^dt\\FrVJx\\2 + J^-j dt\\FrVtJ
T

o o

Each term on the right-hand side converges to zero as T -> oo, which implies that
ai /i A et2f2e Jt rn, i.e. JtJ is a linear manifold in AC.

ii) Assume /„ e JtJ («=1,2,...) and/= s — lim/„. We use again (3) to deduce that
n—>co

T T T

-1 dt\\Fr VJW2 < j j Ä||F, Ft(/-/„)||2 + —idt\\Fr V,fn\\2

0 0 o

T T

< yJ«II/- /„II2 +y\ dt\\F, VJn\\2. (A)

Given e > 0, we first choose « such that ||/—/„||2 < e/4. Since/, e ^#M, there exists
T0 such that for T> T0

T

-\\dt\\FrVtfn\\2<ej2.
o

Upon inserting these inequalities into (4), we find

T

- j dt\\FrVJ\\2 < e tor all T> T0.

o

This implies that f e Jtm. Hence Jlm is closed,

iii) The proof that Jt0 is a closed linear subspace is similar and will be omitted.
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b) Assume/e Jl0, g e JlJ. By using the unitarity of V, and F* Fr we deduce

T T

\{f'g)\2 f j dt\if'ë)\2= f J dt\(Vtf,V,g)\2
0 0

T

1 J dt\(F'rVtf,Vtg) + (Vtf,FrVt,g)\2
0

We now apply (3) (with jf C) and then Schwarz's inequality :

T T

\if,g)\2< ~ j dt\(F'rVJ,Vtg)\2 + -^ j* dt\(VJ,FrVtg)\2
0 0

T T

- | dt\\Fj VJW2 + 1 \\f\\2 J dt\\F, Vtg"2
O 0

<-\\g\\2 I *||Fr'Ft/||2 + -||/||2 | ^||FrF(g||2 (5)

Let e > 0 be given. Since/ e Jl0, we may choose r such that

ll^F'/H2<7nïï iovallL
A\\g\\2

Since g e JtJ, there exists T such that
T

- f dt\\FrV,g\\2<—^—.
TJ " r tSI

4||/||2

From (5) we can deduce that |(f,g)\2 < e. Since e was arbitrary, this imphes that/ J_ g
and hence Jt0 A Jl «>¦

c) Let /be an eigenvector of H: Hf= Ef. Then

iif; f,/ii2 iiFr'e-^/n2 ik/ - Pr)/y2.

For r -> oo this converges to zero as a consequence of the assumption (2). Hence

feJl0.
By definition, ACp is the closed subspace spanned by the set of all eigenvectors of H.

Since Jto is a closed linear subspace according to part a), the above argument implies
that Aep cz Jt0.

d) By using first part b) and then part c) of the Lemma, one gets

Jlm c j(o <= ACp ACC. ¦
Remark:

It is not true in general that Jl0 and Jlm are orthogonal complements of each
other. However this will be true in the cases which interest us here. Indeed it is our
purpose to show that Jt0 ACp and Jl00 J>CC under suitable conditions on H. We
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remark here that these two identities will be verified as soon as we have shown that
ACn^Jtn. In fact Lemma Id then implies Afc Jt00, and by combining this with
Lemma lb one deduces

Jt0^Jli AC^=Afp.

This in turn implies, together with Lemma lc, that J70 ACp.

For the proof of the inclusion AC'c<^JtJ under certain conditions one has to know
a suitable characterization of the subspace of continuity ACc. We shall use the following
result :

Lemma 2:

life ACC, one has for every eeAC
T

t™TJ dt\ie'Vtf)\2 °-
O

In fact the implication given in the Lemma also has a converse :

(6)

T

limi (*A|(/Ft/)|2 0^/ejfc.
r->oo 1 J

(Cf. [3], Section 5.) However we shall not need this in our later proofs.

Proof:

i) Let {E(X)} be the spectral family of H. For g e AC and h e ACc, consider the integral

T

J(T) i | dt j J» d(g, E(X) g) J e-"" d(h, E(p) h). (7)

0 R K

This multiple integral is absolutely convergent. In fact

|7(I)| < J d(g,E(X)g) J d(h,E(p) h) \\g\\2\\h\\2.

OS R

By Fubini's Theorem ([4], p. 25), one may interchange the order of integration :

U(r)| jd(g,E(X)g)$d(h,E(p)h)——
i(X-p)T

(X-p)T

\d(g,E(X)g)\d(h,E(p)h)

We wish to show that

2sin-

(X-p)T
(8)

lim\J(T)\=0 (9)
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by applying the dominated convergence theorem ([4], p. 24). We first remark that
the integrand in the last member of (8) is bounded by 1 for all T and that it
converges to zero as P ^ oo at all points (A, p) e U2 with À A p- Thus it suffices to
show that the measure of the line X= p is zero.

For this, we use the hypothesis that h e ACC. This means that the function
p m» (h,E(p)h) is continuous ([2], p. 515). It is even uniformly continuous: given
e>0, choose a so large that (h,E(—a)h)<ej2 and \\h\\2 — (h,E(a)h) < ej2.
(h,E(p) h) is uniformly continuous on [—a, a], and since it is also monotone increasing

and bounded, it cannot vary by more than e/2 on (— oo,—a) and on [a, oo),

which implies uniform continuity on R.
It follows that, given any e > 0, we may find 8 > 0 such that

(h, E(p + 8)h)- (h, E(p -8)h)< e/||g||2 for all peU.
Therefore

jd(g,E(X)g) j d(h,E(p)h) < e.

Thus, given any e > 0, there is a set Dd {(X,p) eU\\X — p\ < 8} containing the
line X p and having measure less than e. This shows that the line À p has
measure zero,

ii) Let / e ACc. If e J_ ACc, one has (e, Vtf) 0 for all t. Hence the Lemma will be

proved once we have established (6) for e e ACc. For this we write

T

\\[dt\(e,Vtf)\2
o

Ti | dt j e'»d(f,E(X)e) j e-""d(e,E(p)f). (10)

o R OS

In the last integral we replace (e,E(p)f) by

(e,E(p)f) i[\)E(p)(e +/)||2 - \\E(p)(e -f)\\2 - i\\E(p)(e + if)\\2 + *P(/*)(« - */)ll2

and similarly for (f,E(X)e). With these substitutions the right-hand side of (10)
is reduced to a sum of integrals of the type (7), and since ete + ßf e ACc for any
et,ß e C, each of these integrals converges to zero according to (9). ¦We now state and prove our main theorem :

Theorem:

Vet H he a self-adjoint operator and {FJ, r 1, 2, a family of orthogonal
projections such that s — limFr I. Suppose there exists a family {SJ, n=l, 2,

r->co

of linear operators acting in AC such that

i) Sne{H}'3) for all n.

{H}' denotes the commutant of H. Thus i) means that each S„ commutes with H and belongs
to 38(3P), the set of all linear operators on &C that are bounded and defined everywhere.
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ii) The sequence {SJ converges strongly to an operator S :

s — limS„ S.
n-»oo

iii) The range of S is dense in Jf.

iv) FrS„Ec is compact iov all r,n < co.

Then ACp Jl0 and AC c JlJ.
In the proof we shall use the following characterization of compact operators

([4], p. 200) : Every compact operator C is the limit in operator norm of a sequence
of operators of finite rank, i.e. given e > 0, there exists an operator TN of the form

N

Tisf=2 iKf)gi with gl, h, eAC and N< oo (11)
i=i

such that
||C - TN\\ < e.

Proof:

According to the remark following the proof of Lemma 1, it suffices to show that
ACç^Jl^. Since JlJ is closed (Lemma la), it is sufficient to verify the inclusion
Sx^Jln for some set 3) which is dense in #Cc.

Conditions i) and ii) imply that S leaves ACp and Jtc invariant. Combining this
with hypothesis iii), one deduces that SACc is dense in ACc. We may therefore choose
21 SACc.

Let g e 3). Given r < oo, we have to show that

T

limi f dt\\FrVtg\\2 0. (12)
T-»co 1 J

O

For this, let e > 0 be given. Choose/e J^c such that g Sf and then n so large that

ll(5-S„)/||2<e/6. (13)

Next, in view of hypothesis iv), we may choose an operator TN of the form (11) such that

\\FrSnEc-TN\\2<—A_ (14)
12|j/||2

By writing g (S — SJf + Snf and using (3), we deduce

T

1 J^||FPF^||2
o

T T

^ J dt\\Fr VJS - SJf\\2 + | j" dt\\Fr VtSnf\\2. (15)<T
o o
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The first term on the right-hand side is less than e/3 as a consequence of (13). Since

/ 6 Jf'c and in view of condition i), we have

Fr VtS„f= FrSnEc VJ= (FrS„Ec - TN) VJ+ TN VJ.
We insert this into (15) and apply again (3) and then (14) :

r
^ j dt\\FrVtg\\2

o
T T

< (e/3) + tj dt\\FrSnEc - TN\\2 \\VJ\\2 +^j dt\\TN V,f\\2
0 0

fi<fe+- dt\\TNVJ\\2. (16)

In order to estimate the remaining integral in (16), we substitute TN from (11) and then
repeatedly apply (3) to the sum over i:

T J

;jdt\\TNV,f\\2 jj dt 2(h„V,f)gt

2""^ I f dt\(h„Vtf)\2\\gl\\2.<2"~ (17)

Let K max||g;||2. According to Lemma 2, we may choose T0 such that for T > T0
i l N

^dt\(ht,vtf)Y 3-2N+1KN ioralli=l,...,N.

This implies together with (16) and (17) that

r
\\\dt\\FTVt g||2 < e for all T > T0.

Thus we have established (12), which completes the proof.

Remark:

Under the hypotheses of the Theorem the time average in (R2) may be omitted if
the operator H is known to have no singularly continuous spectrum. More precisely,
let ACJH) ACac © ACSC be the decomposition of ACJH) into the subspaces corresponding

to the absolutely continuous and the singularly continuous spectrum of H. If the
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hypotheses of the Theorem are verified and ACSJH) p, then ACP(H) Jl0 and
ACJH) JCaJH) Jl«, where JlJ is now defined as

Jl00=\fe Jf |lim\\F, VJW2 0 for allr 1,2,... .}

For the proof one notices that Lemma 1 remains true with the above definition
of Jlx, i.e. in particular Jlccczj4?c jtfac. For the converse inclusion, let g Sfe
3}<^ACac. Then it foUows as in (15) that

||Fr V,g\\2 < 2||F, VJS -SJf\\2 + 2\\Fr VtSJ\\2 < 2||(S - S„)/||2 + 2||FrS„Fe VJ\\2.

The first term on the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small by choosing n
sufficiently large. For the second term one remarks that/e ACm(H) implies that {Vtf}
converges weakly to zero as t ~> œ. Since a compact operator maps weakly convergent
sequences into strongly convergent ones ([4], Thm. VI. 11), hypothesis iv) of the
Theorem implies that [JFrS„FcFr/||2 also converges to zero for t ->¦ co.

Corollary:

Let EK E(K) — E(—K) be the spectral projection of H corresponding to the
interval (-K, K], and suppose that Fr EK Ec is compact for all K < œ and all r 1,2,
Then ACp Jl0 and ACc JtK.

Proof:

The theorem can be applied with S„ E„, since s — limE„ I. ¦n-»co

As a typical application of the theorem, we shall now indicate the proof of
Proposition 1 :

Proof of Proposition 1:

Let Fr be the projection operator in L2(UN) onto the subspace of functions having
support in the sphere \x\ < r. We take Sn En E(n) — E(—n). Then

FrS„Ec FrA-1A„EnEc (FrA~n1rAnEnEc

where B~ denotes the closure of B. Since (FrA_1)~ was assumed to be compact and
AnEnEc bounded and defined everywhere, we have decomposed FrSnEc into a product
of a compact operator and an operator belonging to S7l(AC). This implies that Pr£„Ec
is compact ([2], p. 158). With this, Proposition 1 follows from the above Corollary. ¦

III. Applications

In this section we shall consider various classes of «-body Hamiltonians for which
the relations (RI) and (R2) can be proved. For the sake of simplicity we shall usually
consider only spinless4) and non-identical particles.

*) One can easily adapt our propositions to the case whereof L2(R") ® Cs.
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We start with two general remarks about the interpretation of (RI) and (R2) in
scattering theory :

i) If we consider the case where AC L2(UN) and interpret H as the Hamiltonian of
an «-body system in the centre-of-mass frame (N 3(n — 1)), the vectors *el"
correspond to linearly independent relative positions between the particles. If the
particles form an «-body bound state (i.e. if they are all bound together), all these
relative positions will remain small in the course of time, i.e. the corresponding
state will be essentially localized in a bounded volume of UN. On the other hand,
if the n particles do not form an w-body bound state, one expects them to split up
into at least two independent fragments which will move apart from each other.
Thus at least one relative coordinate will become large in the course of time,
i.e. the corresponding state is expected to disappear from any bounded region of
RNas/^+oo.

ii) JlJ was defined by means of an integral over time from t 0 to t T. One could
also introduce a similar subspace Jl~ by integrating from t — T to t 0. It is
clear that the hypotheses of the Theorem also imply that ACc Jl~, since the
replacement of Jt ^ by JI7, is equivalent to a replacement of H by —H, and the
conditions i)-iv) of the Theorem as well as the subspaces jfp and ACc are invariant
under the latter substitution. Hence, under the hypotheses of the Theorem, the
scattering states at negative times are the same as those at positive times.

We now look at the case AC L2(UN). Throughout this section, Qj (j 1,..., N)
will be the self-adjoint multiplication operator by Xj in L2(UN), and Pj the
corresponding momentum operator, i.e.

[Pj,Qk]=-i8Jk, [Pj,Pk] [Qj,Qk]=0. (18)

If p is a real or complex valued function defined on R", we shall denote by p(p)
the value of p at the point p e UN and by p(P) the linear operator in Jf L2(UN)
defined as multiplication by the function p(p) on the Fourier transforms / of the
vectors/e L2(UN). Here

f(P) (2TT)-N/2l.i.m. f dNxe-ip-xf(x) (h=l).
Af -»00 •*

Kinematics

As a first application we now show that (RI) and (R2) are verified for arbitrary
kinematics.

Proposition 2:

Suppose H is a self-adjoint function of the momentum operators Px, PN. Then
(RI) and (R2) hold.

Proof:

We verify the hypotheses of the Theorem with 5„ S (|P|ivH-l)_1 where
I p|2 _ VJV p2r I — Zj-i Pi ¦

S is the resolvent of the self-adjoint operator \P\N, hence it has dense range. This
verifies condition iii). i) and ii) are trivially true.
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Let Fr he the projection operator onto the states localized in the sphere \x\ < r.
FrS has finite Hilbert-Schmidt norm :

1 r 1

\FrS\\2lS=ld»pjd»P'\xJP-P')\2 —-—<Vr\i»P(IPT + 1)2 J (\PV + i)2

(see Appendix I for notations and more details). Hence FrS is compact, which verifies
condition iv) of the Theorem. ¦
Hamiltonians satisfying the Asymptotic Condition

The next proposition applies particularly to two-body Hamiltonians for which
existence and completeness of wave operators is known. The argument could be

generalized to «-body systems, but this is of little interest since our subsequent results
are of a much more general nature.

Proposition 3:

Vet Hx and H2 be self-adjoint on L2(UN) and denote by ElP (i=l, 2) the projection
operator onto the corresponding subspace of continuity. Suppose that Hx verifies
(RI) and (R2), that the wave operator

Q(H2,HJ =Q s-limeiH2>e-'H''E<-P (19)
r-»+oo

exists and is complete (i.e. QQ* EC.2'). Then H2 also satisfies (RI) and (R2).

Proof:

It suffices to show that A7JHJ c Jt™ (cf. the remark after the proof of Lemma 1).
Let g e ACJHJ. QQ* £<2> means that the range of Q is ACJHJ. Hence there exists

/e JfJHJ such that g Qf (in fact /= Q*g). Using (3) we find

T T Ti j" dt\\Fre-"c*g\\2<^ f dt\\FJe-^'Q-e-iHnf\\2 + Y j dt^e''H"^2
0 0 0

T T

<- f dt\\(Q-eiHi'e-'Hi')f\\2+- f dt\\Fre-'H*'f\\2.

It suffices to show that both of these integrals converge to zero as T -> oo. For the first
one, this follows from the hypothesis (19) which states that the integrand and afortiori
its time average converge to zero. The second integral converges to zero because

/ 6 ACJHJ and we assumed ACJHJ Jl™. ¦
Remark:

It follows that for the case of a simple scattering system (N 3) and Hx a function
of the momentum operators, (RI) and (R2) for H2 are necessary for the wave operator
to be complete. Note also that the definition of Q used above differs from the usual one
in which convergence of exp (iH2t) exp (—iHxt) is required only on EÇJJAC (the subspace
of absolute continuity of HJ.
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Relatively Small Perturbations. Singular Potentials

Proposition 4:

Let p(P) be a self-adjoint function of the momentum operators in L2(UN) and
suppose that the function p satisfies lim|^>(p)| oo. Let F be such that one of the

ll>l-»co

following conditions is verified :

et) H P(P) + V is self-adjoint with domain D(H) D(9(P)) 0 D(V).
ß) The sum of the quadratic forms of p(P) and V is the quadratic form of a self-

adjoint operator H.
y) p(P) + V has a self-adjoint pseudo-Friedrichs extension H.

Then the Hamiltonian H defined by et), ß) or y) satisfies (RI) and (R2).

Proof:

Vet S„ S= (H + i)~1. Conditions i), ii) and iii) of the Theorem are verified.
The validity of iv) will be established for each of the three cases separately.

a) Since D(p(P)) => D(H) range of S, the operator (p(P) +i)S is defined on
every vector of AC. Since p(P) and S are closed and (p(P) + i)'1 is bounded, (p(P) +i)S
is also closed ([2], page 164) and hence bounded ([2], page 166). Therefore
(P(P)+i)Se@(AC).

Using the fact that FJp(P) + i)'1 is compact (cf. Appendix I), we may factorize
FrS into a product of a compact operator and an operator belonging to J8(AC) by means
of the identity

FrS FJP(P)+i)-1(P(P)+i)S.

This shows that FJS and hence FrSEc is compact and verifies iv).

j8) The quadratic form of a self-adjoint operator A with spectral family {E(X)} is
the form/h^ J Xd(f,E(X)f) defined for all/e Q(A) D(\A \112) (the form domain of A).
Under the hypothesis ß), we have Q(H) c Q(P(P)). Since D(H) a D(\H\1/2), this implies
that D(H) <=Q(9(P)) D(\P(P)\1'2). Therefore (\p(P)\112 + i)(H + t')_1 is defined on
every vector of AC, and one concludes in the same way as above that

(\P(P)\ll2 + i)(H + iAeSS(AC).

We may now write

FrS FJ\P(Pyj'2 + i)-1(\P(P)\1'2 + i)S.

Since FJ\p(P)\1/2 + i)'1 is also compact (cf. Appendix I), it follows again that FJS
and hence FrSEc is compact.

y) The pseudo-Friedrichs extension H oi p(P) + V is defined in [2], pp. 341-2.
Its essential property is that D(H) <= D(\p(P)\112). This permits us to deduce the
compactness of FrSEc by the same argument as in case ß). ¦The essential property of the Hamiltonians treated in the preceding proposition
is that their domain D(H) is contained in that of a suitable (unbounded!) function of
the momentum operators. In many instances one has such information only about a
dense subset 3) of D(H). If this subset Q) includes all functions of compact support in
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the spectral representation of H, one can apply Proposition 1 and still conclude that
(RI) and (R2) hold. A different situation which one often encounters is that where 2)
is a domain of essential self-adj ointness of H (this occurs whenever the sum oiH0 p(P)
and F is only essentially self-adjoint on D(H0) H D(V)). In such cases one cannot
apply the method of proof of Proposition 4, and in fact it is not difficult to find examples
where p(P) + V is essentially self-adjoint but the conclusion of Proposition 4 does not
hold (e.g. V —p(P) + W(Q) such that the operator W has continuous spectrum).
Nevertheless (RI) and (R2) are expected to hold also in such cases if V is 'reasonable'.
This question will be handled in Proposition 5 where we shall also treat cases where
H0 + V is only symmetric. It will be seen there that (RI) and (R2) are in fact true for
every self-adjoint extension H of H0 + V under suitable conditions on H0 and V. Before
doing this, we indicate some situations where the hypotheses of Proposition 4 are
verified.

Condition a) holds for the Hamiltonian describing the relative movement of an
«-body system with H0 2"j~j-i at3 &t ^3 anc^ V a sum of *-body potentials (k 2,3,...,
n) of the form given in Appendix II if the following conditions hold:

i) the matrix atJ is real, symmetric and positive definite,
ii) each &-body potential V, _., satisfies

3(£-l)
^...i16i,(Rw"u)Tl"(R3<W)) with£>2andj?>> - (20)

1 K 2

(Nelson [5], pp. 342-3; [2], pp. 302-4). Condition (20) admits in particular two-body
potentials which are less singular than const -r~3/2 at the origin and which are bounded
in the region \x\ > p for some finite p.

Condition ß) is more general than ct). It allows stronger local singularities and very
large positive parts of V. If H0 p(P) and V are positive and self-adjoint, ß) is verified
under the only hypothesis that Q(H0) D Q(V) is dense in JC ([2], Chap. VI, Thms. 1.31,
2.1, 2.6 and Cor. 2.2). This includes highly singular repulsive potentials and potentials
that are unbounded and positive at \x\ -> oo.

If H0 -A in I2(R3), (ß) is verified for potentials V e R + Z.°°(R3) (R denotes the
Rollnik class; cf. Simon [6], p. 3 and Cor. II.8). The Rollnik class includes L3/2(R3)
([6], Thm. 1.1), in particular potentials whose singularities are of the form V(r)
const -r-" with ct < 2. Condition ß) can also be used to establish (RI) and (R2) for non-
relativistic rc-body systems with two-body interactions belonging to R + L°°(R3)
([6], Thm. VII. 1).

Condition y) is verified for a Dirac particle under the influence of the Coulomb
field of a nucleus with atomic number less than 87 ([2], pp. 307-8).

Electric and Magnetic Fields. Singular Potentials at Infinity

The statement of our next proposition involves the notion of a Sobolev space.
For details about these spaces, the reader is referred to [7], pp. 52-64. For our purposes
it is sufficient to know the definition of HXoJUN) 0. P2(RN). If G is a complex valued
function defined on UN, we denote by G(Q) the multiplication operator by G(x) in
L2(UN). Then a function/e L2(UN) belongs to Hf0JUN) iff G(Q)fe D((l + }P\2)S/2) for
allGeCff(R").
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Proposition 5:

Vet H he a densely defined symmetric operator in L2(UN) such that the domain of
its adjoint H* belongs to HXoJUN) for some s > 0. Then any self-adjoint extension H
of H satisfies (RI) and (R2).

Proof:

H cz: H H* and the fact that H is densely defined imply that H<^H*. Thus

D(H)czD(H*)czH^m- (21)

This implies that (1 + |P|2)s/2G(C)(ff + i)'1 is defined everywhere if G e Cg(MN). From
this one deduces in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4(a) that

(i + \p\2y/2G(Q)(H + i)-1
Given R < oo, we may choose a Co(HN) function GR such that GR(x) 1 for all x

with \x\ < R. Then

F^H + iV^F^^^ + i)-1

FR(1 + \P\2)~S'2(1 + {P^G^^ + i)-1.

Since s>0, Fj,(l + |P|2)_S/2 is compact (cf. Appendix I). Hence FR(H + i)~1 is
compact, and we may use the Corollary of Proposition 1 to deduce the validity of (RI)
and (R2). ¦In order to apply Proposition 5 to w-body systems, we use the following result due
to Ikebe and Kato [8] :

Let H be the differential operator

*-2 i'dx~ + bj{~X) Ujk(X) *
dx~ + bki%)^ + V{X)

with D(H) C$(MN) and

i) aJk(x), bj(x) and V(x) real,
ii) aJkeC2(UN),bJ-eC1(UN),
iii) there exists et e (0,1] such that

M(x)= J dNy\V(y)\2\x-y\-N+*-"
\x-y\<l

is locally bounded,
iv) the matrix aJk(x) is symmetric and positive-definite for all x e UN.

Then D(H*) cz H?0JUN) ([8], Lemma 3; cf. also Jörgens [9] and Kalf [10]).
By taking aJk(x) 8Jk, the above conditions are seen to include the case of n non-

relativistic particles interacting with external magnetic and electric fields of almost
arbitrary nature (N 3n).

The results of Ikebe and Kato can also be applied to »-body systems with the
centre-of-mass motion removed (we assume here that there are no external fields).
Let bj 0, aJk independent of x, and suppose for the sake of simplicity that F is a sum
of translation invariant two-body interactions: V — 2i^t<3<n ^13- Condition iii) is
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verified for any set of relative coordinates which are linear combinations of the particle
positions if aU two-body potentials VtJ are locally square-integrable (see Appendix II
for proof). This establishes (RI) and (R2) for two-body potentials that are very singular
at infinity (positive or negative), since only local assumptions are needed.

Of course the conditions i)-iv) given above are by no means sufficient to ensure
essential self-adjointness of H. Sufficient conditions can be found in [8] and [9] and in
a recent report by Kato [11] who proves in particular that under his assumptions
D(H*) c H}0JUN) ([11], Props. 5 and 7).

Relativistic Hamiltonians

The results of this section can also be applied to relativistic Hamiltonians as long
as the projection operators FR are the spectral projections (corresponding to the sphere
of radius R) of a position operator which satisfies the commutation relations (18).
For relativistic elementary systems (with m > 0) this means that one has to use the
position operator of Newton and Wigner [12] (cf. also Wightman [13]).

In investigations of spectral properties and essential self-adj ointness of Dirac
Hamiltonians (e.g. in Kato [2], pp. 305-8, and Schmincke [14]) one encounters a
different position operator, namely the Dirac position operator QD. It also satisfies the
commutation relations (18) but does not commute with the projection operator onto
the positive energy states (Jordan and Mukunda [15]). One then considers Hamiltonians
which are self-adjoint extensions of operators of the form5)

H=2-P + ß+V(QD) D(H) (C%(U3))\

In [16] Schmincke showed that under his conditions on the interaction ([16], Thm. 2)
one has D(H*) cz (H\0JU3)f ([16], remark following the proof of Thm. 2). It follows
from this and an obvious modification of our Proposition 5 that (RI) and (R2) hold
(with respect to the position operator QJ) for every self-adjoint extension of H. The
conditions of Schmincke include the case of a Dirac particle in the Coulomb field of a
nucleus with atomic number Z less than 137.

Hard Cores

In [17] Hunziker developed the time-dependent scattering theory for the
Schrödinger equation with singular two-body interactions the singular part of which is
bounded below, and he showed in particular how to define the Hamiltonian if these

potentials include hard cores (cf. [17], Section 3). We wish to show that (RI) and (R2),
suitably modified, are true for the Hamiltonians considered in that paper.

We consider the relative motion of an «-body system under the following
assumptions :

i) H0 P(P) > 0 in Jf L2(UN) (N 3(n - 1)) and lim P(p) oo.
|p|->o>

ii) There is a Borel set K in UN which is forbidden to the variable x e UN (e.g. hard
cores for two-body interactions; cf. [17]). We denote by E the complement of
K in UN.

We use the notation of Kato ([2], p. 305).
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iii) There is a set A in Jf L2(E) such that
a) A is dense in ^7 ;

ß) A is contained in D(H0) D D(V) ;

y) /z"0/ejf for all/e J;
y) there exist constants a e (0,1) and c such that for all/e A :

0 < «|| VWofW2 + (J, Vf) + c(f,f). (22)

(Condition y) may be viewed as a restriction on the admissible class of functions p.
It is satisfied for instance if A Co(E) and p is a polynomial in Px, PN. Condition
8) means that the negative part of V is small relative to H0; cf. [17].)6)

We may rewrite (22) in the form

(1 - a)\\VH~of\\2 + ll/ll2 <(f,(H0+V + c+ 1)/) (23)

(this is the equivalent of equation (7) in [17]).
The Hamiltonian H acting in Jf is defined as follows : H + c + lis the Friedrichs

extensionof H0+V + c + lonA (cf. [2], pp. 325-6).
Let F he the projection operator in Jf L2(UN) onto the subspace Jf L2(E), FR

the projection operator in AC onto the states localized in the sphere \x\ < R, and

By reasoning in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1 in [17], one deduces

from (23) that D(H) cz D(VW0) D £. This implies that (V^ + i) (H + i^Fe ®(AC).
Next we may write

FR(H + i)'1 F FFR(VW0 + i)'1 (V^o + i)(H + i) 'x F
Since Fr(Vh~o + A1 is compact in AC (cf. Appendix I), it follows that FR(H + i)'1 F
is compact in AC and hence in AC.

We may now apply the Theorem with S„ S (H + i)'1 and the projection
operators FR (interpreted as acting in Af). This shows that (RI) and (R2) hold in
JiC L2(E) (i.e. the domains of integration in (RI) and (R2) are restricted to their
intersection with E).

Highly Singular Attractive Potentials

By highly singular attractive potentials for the Schrödinger equation we mean
two-body interactions which have attractive local singularities that do not satisfy
the Rollnik condition. Thus a potential of the form V(x) X\x\~a(x e R3) is highly
singular if et > 2 (if et 2 one encounters the same complications for sufficiently large
negative values of X [18]). Such potentials lead to difficulties in classical scattering
theory ([19], Chapter 5). In quantum mechanics the Hamiltonian turns out to be
unbounded below and not essentially self-adjoint (cf. the precise definition below). Since
these potentials are very attractive near the origin, it is intuitively not evident that
(RI) and (R2) must hold. One could expect that certain states in the continuous
subspace of the Hamiltonian might not escape from the attractive force near the origin
and thus be captured by the centre of force. In fact for et 2 Nelson [5] derived a time-
evolution which is non-unitary (absorptive) under conditions which reflect exactly the

S) could also be formulated in terms of Q(H0) and Q(V).
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classical situation. Our own results indicate that for self-adjoint extensions of H0 + V,
(RI) and (R2) will nevertheless be true.

In the following we restrict ourselves to the two-body case and assume that the
potential is highly singular only at the origin. One can then define a symmetric operator
H on C6°(R3 - {0}) by (Hf)(x) -Af(x) + V(x)f(x). Ê is in general not essentially self-
adjoint. In order to verify (RI) and (R2) for self-adj oint extensions of H, one could
try to derive suitable estimates on the domain of H* which would allow the application
of Proposition 5 or a modification of it. Another possibility is to use Proposition 3. For
this one has to establish the existence and the completeness of the wave operator
Q(H,H0) between a self-adjoint extension H oi H and H0= \P\2- The existence of
Q(H,H0) was proved by Kupsch and Sandhas [20] under the assumption that the
restriction of V(x) to any region bounded away from the origin is a suitable short-range
potential. We have investigated the completeness of Q(H,H0) under the following
additional assumptions :

i) V is spherically symmetric : V(x) V(r) (r \x\);
ii) one of the following conditions is verified :

a) V(r) + r~2\lnr\ is an increasing function of r near r 0,
ß) there exists e > 0 such that

V(r) < 0 for re(0,e)

^drr-2\V(r)\-1i2<ozi
o

and

\ dr\V(rA2
0

5 [V'(r)]2 V"(r)
A [V(r)]3

'

[V(r)]2

y) V(r) etr'"2 with ct < 0.

< °°;

(Conditions i) and ii) are verified for all potentials of the form V(r) etr-" with et < 0
and n > 2.) Let Ht (resp. H0j) he the restriction of H (resp. H0) to the Zth partial-wave
subspace, and let Ht he a self-adjoint extension of i?;. One can then prove that Hv has

no singularly continuous spectrum and that Q(HltH0i) is complete. (This proof and
other results about time-dependent scattering theory and domain properties of
Hamiltonians with highly singular potentials will be communicated in a forthcoming
separate report.) With this one sees that (RI) and (R2) do hold for every self-adjoint

extension H oi H oi the form H © Hh Ht being an arbitrary self-adjoint extension
i-o

oiHi.
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APPENDIX I

In this Appendix we prove two results concerning compactness of operators of the
form Frp(A). With the same notation as in Section III we first show that FJp(P) +i)~1
is compact if | p(p) | -> oo for | p\ -> oo with the possible exception of certain directions :

Lemma 3:

Let p: UN -r> R be Lebesgue measurable and suppose there exists a subset A0 of
RN with p(A0) < oo (p denotes the Lebesgue measure) and such that

lim |<£(/>) | oo. (24)
|p|-»00
P$A0

Then FJp(P) + i)'1 is compact.

Notation:

If Zl is a Borel set of UN, we denote by Xa its characteristic function (i.e. Xa(x) 1

if x e A and Xa(x) 0 if x $ A) and by Xa the Fourier transform of Xa- Xr denotes the
characteristic function of the sphere \x\ <r and Vr p(\x\ <r) its volume. Let D0K
be the projection operator onto the states having momentum in the set A0K A U

{P\\P\<K}.

Proof:

VetK< ooandr < oo. We first show that FJp(P) +i)~1D0K is a compact operator.
In fact it is even a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, since its Hilbert-Schmidt norm ([4],
p. 210) can be estimated in the ^»-representation as follows:

\\FJP(P) + i)'1 ZVIIhs jdNp d»p'\xJP -P')\2\i<riP') + A1]2 Xaok(P')

jd»x\xJx)\2 J d»p'\(P(p') +iA\2XAOK(P') < Vr j d»p'x,OK(P')

Vrp(AOK)<VJVK + p(Ao)]<™

where we have used the fact that | (p(p') + A1] < 1.

Next we notice that

\\FJP(P) +1)'1 - FJP(P) + i)'1 D0K\\

<\\(P(P)+i)-1(I-DoK)\\< snp\(P(p)+i)-1\.
P$A0K

By assumption (24), this converges to zero as K -> œ. Hence FJp(P) +i)~x is the
uniform limit of a sequence of compact operators, which means that FJp(P) +A1
is itself compact ([4], p. 200). ¦
Lemma 4:

Vet B e 3&(AC), A A* and suppose B(A — z)~M is compact for some z e p(A) and
some M 1, 2, Vet p:M-+C he bounded and measurable with respect to the
spectral family {E(X)} of A and suppose lim \p(X)\ 0. Then Bp(A) is compact.
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Proof:

Let EA be the spectral projection of A corresponding to the interval

(-A.Ä] (0<A<<x>).

We have

BEA B(A - z)-M(A - z)MEA.

Since (A -z)MEA e SS(AC), BEA is compact. Since p(A) e J'(Jf), this implies that
BEAp(A) is compact. Furthermore

\\Bp(A)-BEAP(A)\\<\\B\\\\(I-EA)P(A)\\<\\B\\snp\P(X)\.
\K\>A

We have assumed that the last member of this inequality converges to zero as A -> oo.
Thus Bp(A) is the uniform limit of a sequence of compact operators and hence compact.

APPENDIX II
In this Appendix we collect some auxiliary facts about non-relativistic w-body

Hamiltonians.
For a system of n non-relativistic particles interacting between themselves through

translation invariant potentials and such that there are no external fields, the total
Hamiltonian H is known to have absolutely continuous spectrum. The only condition
for this is that H (1J2M) P2 (g> I + 1 (g) H, where P is the momentum operator of
the centre-of-mass and H is the Hamiltonian of the relative movement. It is not very
interesting to apply the main theorem to H. The relative movement is described by a
Hamiltonian of the form

H= 2 atjPfPj+i 2 Vti_t,
1,3=1 k=2 1HI,< <tkSin

Here P, —iV where xx,..., x„_, are linearly independent coordinates describing the
relative movement. A convenient choice is

Xi=7i-rn (25)

where rs (j =1, n) denotes the position of the /th particle ([6], pp. 185 and 190 ^\)
atj is a real, symmetric and positive definite matrix, and Vt ik is the &-body potential
corresponding to the set of particles {ix, ik). Vt t is a multiplication operator in
the relative coordinates xx, xn_x. We shall indicate its explicit form only for the
case k 2 and with the choice (25) for the relative coordinates : If
V(rx,...,rJ 2 VtJ(rt —fj), then in the relative coordinates:

Kt<3<n

2 yi3= 2 Vtjxt)+ 2 Vij(Xi-Xj).
l«'<J«n l«i<ii-l l*it<3<in-l

We now wish to prove the following result which was mentioned in Section III :
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Lemma 5:

Suppose F is a sum of translation invariant two-body potentials: F 2i<i<3<n Vu
and that Vu e L20C(R3) for all {i,j}. Let xx, xn_x be linearly independent relative
coordinates which are linear combinations of the particle positions rx, ...,?„. Denote by
V 2u F0-:R3<"-1) -> R the function V expressed in the coordinates xx, xa_x.

Then V e QaAojn3(nA for all et e (0,1).
We have used the following definition: Ça,i0C(Riy) is the set of all functions

/: RN -> C which are such that

Mf(x)= j dNy\f(y)\2\x-y\-N**-' (xeUN) (26)

|x-)>l«l

is locally bounded.

Proof:

It is an immediate consequence of (26) and the inequality (3) that Ça,ioc(R'v) is a
linear vector space. Hence it suffices to show that each Vu belongs to Qa,XoJRA),
N 3(n — 1). In order to simplify the notation, we shall write U for VtJ.

i) Let N 3. Then for x e R3 :

M(x)= f ^yll^)!2!*-^-^4-^ j" d3y\U(y)\2
\x—y\al \x—y|<l

since \x — y\ < 1 and —N + 4 — et > 0. Since U e L2oc(R3), this shows that M(x) is
bounded by a continuous function of x, which implies that M(x) is locally bounded.

ii) Let Af>3. Then U(xx, xn_J U(2"7i a-ixj) with some constants a,. Let
A (2ntZla2y2.

Let e\k) denote the unit vector along the coordinate axis corresponding to the &th
component of xt (i 1,...,« — 1 ; k 1, 2, 3). Let aw e R3<"-1) be as follows :

n-l

A

1
n_1

j2,aA» (^ 1,2,3).
(-i

Since am ¦a<-k"> 8kki, we may choose a new coordinate system in R3<"_1) such that its
first three basis vectors are e'A a<t) and such that the new basis {e'tm} is obtained
from {eyn by an orthogonal transformation.

We denote by x' the new coordinates of the point x and we use the abbreviation xô
for the vector (x2, x'n_x) e R3<"~2). In the new coordinate system we have

0(x,...,x„_x) U(Axi)
and thus

M(x)= j dNy\U(y)\2\x- -y\
\x-y\s(l

j dNy'\U(AyJ\2\x' -y'\-N^-". (27)

Ix'-)>'|<1
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We extend the integration in (27) to the larger domain

{y'\y' (%yô), |*ï-yi\ < V |*ô -yô\ <l)-
Thus

M(x)< j d3y'x\U(Ay'J\2 J" d^yj,
K-y;i<i \x--yl\<l

\x'i-y'i\2 + \x'o-yô\2 (-iV+4-oO/2

— | d3z\U(z)\2 j d»-3yo-

\Ax,—z\HA \*i-rj<l
xA-'z^ + Wô-yôl2 (-N+4-0O/2

(28)

Let

1

t= \xô-y0\

Then, since —N + A — ct < 0:

\xi-y'\ <1

l^i — — ^|2 + |^o —^ol2

-N+4-ot)/2

(-N+4-0O/2

const j i«"-3-1^2 + *2]("

o

i i
const | dttN~* t-N+4-° const J <*#"<

Ô 0

The last integral is finite if et e (0,1). This implies together with (28) that

M(x)< const j" d3z\U(z)\2

By the same argument as in (i), one sees from this that M(x) is locally bounded.
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